
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I don't know what you ______________ about, John.1. (talk)'re talking

________________________ about all alone by yourself?2.
(what/you/think/?)

What are you thinking

I'm afraid Joseph _________________ his little holiday at all.3. (not/enjoy)isn't enjoying

Yes, but you ___________________ like other people.4. (not/behave)are not behaving

Though our sails are set, we __________________, but only floating:
indeed, we seem to be drifting.
5.

(not/sail)
are not sailing

But it is not for you that I _____________.6. (write)am writing

I ________________ out of curiosity, but because I think you must be
related to a very dear friend of mine-now dead.
7.

(not/ask)
am not asking

And here his judgment _______________ to the truth.8. (accord)is according

It _____________ too marked altogether.9. (get)'s getting

Big clouds of smoke were shooting out the tail when I first got there but it
_________________ any more.
10.

(not/smoke)'s not smoking

I _____________ awfully fond of her.11. (get)am getting

Dick ___________________ for a day or two, and there is a bed in his
dressing-room.
12.

(not/come up)
is not coming up

I __________________ nor insane!13. (not/dream)'m not dreaming

They __________________ for more excitement.14. (not/look)'re not looking

And to say now that we ________________ a step further without
grounds and facts before us is in conflict with what we have hitherto done.
15.

(not/go)

are not going
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The sea has risen very badly; and the ship __________________ as well
as I should like.
16.

(not/behave)
is not behaving

I ______________ always of the able-bodied man.17. (speak)'m speaking

We cannot dismiss as merely fashionable the statements that the able
classes ____________________ themselves, that men of ability are less able
than formerly.

18.

(not/replace)
are not replacing

No; but when he _________________ it, no man knows where he hides
it.
19.

(not/wear)
is not wearing

But when they are not yours, when you have really no right to them, it
___________________ to say so.
20.

(not/fatigue)is not fatiguing
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